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Lantania revamps its corporate website with 

added information and features 

The website improves the browsing experience and the quality of its 

content to offer a more straightforward overview of the Group  

Typsa launches its new website which can be accessed through a 

subdomain of Lantania 

Madrid, 4 October 2022. Lantania has revamped its website www.lantania.com providing it 

with more content and new features that make it more accessible and easy on the eye. The 

new website design improves the browsing experience and conveys the infrastructure, water 

and energy company's commitment to building a more sustainable future. The website has 

updated its look & feel, with easier and more dynamic access to all information.   

It has also improved the quality of its content to offer a more straightforward overview of the 

company. The home page provides direct access to the website of each of the companies that 

are part of the Lantania Group. It also includes each company’s business lines and main 

characteristics, as well as current news and up-to-date information about them.  

The website uses a linear structure with an ordered hierarchy and a drop-down navigation menu 

with four categories: About Lantania, Business Lines, Press Room and Contact. Company 

divisions: Infrastructure, Water, Energy, Building and Services, which are accessed through 

Business Lines, remain the main focus of the website. The information on these companies has 

also been added to, with a detailed description of their activities and the areas they are made 

up of, including a technical file on the most important projects of each one.    

Environmental, social and corporate governance is gaining prominence on the website. It offers 

direct access to company documentation such as the Progress Report, the Code of Ethics or 

certifications, among others. In addition, information on sustainability, quality and environmental 

policy, energy efficiency and health and safety can be consulted there. All the Group's news is 

available in the press room, where you can also access publications, videos and images.  

The responsive website, which adapts to optimise the user experience depending on whether 

they are using a mobile, tablet or computer uses the Group's corporate colours, with red being 

the most prominent one. The website has better quality images and font, which, along with its 

dynamic components and loading speed, boost its usability. The website is available in two 

different languages, Spanish and English, and has been designed by PSD studio. 

Typsa launches new website 

Lantania's website incorporates the new website of Traviesas y Prefabricados de Aragón 

(Typsa) www.typsa.lantania.com. It sports the Group's visual identity and offers a complete 
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overview of the precast concrete company that has been part of Lantania since 2020. Typsa's 

website provides its users with detailed information on all its products and presents its most 

important projects. The website is available in both Spanish and English.   
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